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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The seventh community and resource member Stakeholder Team Meeting of the Eco-Logical 
Pilot/Free Bridge Area Congestion Relief Project took place on Wednesday, November 19, 2014 
at the Thomas Jefferson Planning District Commission (TJPDC) Water Street Center. In this 
meeting Wood Hudson of TJPDC presented the feedback received from the public forum. The 
Stakeholder Team reviewed and discussed each alternative to arrive at final group 
recommendations. This was the last Stakeholder Team meeting for this project. The Stakeholder 
Team provided feedback on the REF tool and the overall process. TJPDC, with assistance from the 
Institute for Environmental Negotiation, will be preparing a final document reflecting the process 
and decisions of the Stakeholder Team to send out for comment along with an online evaluation 
of the process.   
 
Goals of Stakeholder Team:  
 Develop a viable project option for improving congestion issues at US 250 Free  
Bridge. 
  Enhance and improve the existing Regional Ecological Framework (REF) Tool.  
 
Goals of Eco-Logical Program Grant:  
 Test the Eco-Logical approach for infrastructure planning and development on a local  
   scale.  
 Increase awareness of Eco-Logical approach among federal, state, and local  
   transportation and resources agencies.  
 

Introduction 

Frank Dukes of the Institute for Environmental Negotiation, University of Virginia, began the 
meeting with introductions. He reflected on the fact that this is the last Stakeholder Meeting and 
that it has been a full year since the group started the process. Stakeholders were reminded that 
this is the final opportunity for voting for consensus as a group, but that members will also be free 
to make comments to the draft report that will be sent out to all members. 
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Wood Hudson of the Thomas Jefferson Planning District Commission (TJPDC) reviewed the 
meeting objectives, which include getting feedback on the process and REF tool. He pointed out 
that three of the project goals had been met at this point. The only item left is deciding which 
options would be recommended for further analysis and possible implementation. 

Report on the Public Open House 
Wood felt that the public open house was very successful. At least 26 people participated and there 
was great discussion and engagement from those who came. He also noted that many participants 
were talking amongst themselves and offered a variety of interesting questions. Wood explained 
the process of feedback for the meeting, in which each participant got red and green dots to place 
on alternatives they did not like or liked, respectively. Participants received as many dots as they 
wanted but could only vote once per alternative. He presented the graph of the results, which can 
be found below.  
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Question and Answers 

Wood asked the members if anything was surprising or if there were any questions about the 
feedback received from the public. Some members were surprised that the bike trail did not receive 
more green dots. Wood explained that he had overheard a few comments that some people liked 
the idea of a bike trail but did not vote for it because they didn’t think that it would relieve 
congestion. One participant at the meeting said that they were from Charlottesville and favored it 
because the county would pay for it. Others may not have voted for it because they felt it was 
already in the works and therefore irrelevant. This illuminated the fact that the feedback received 
in the form of sticky dots did not articulate reasons why people voted or didn’t vote for certain 
alternatives.   
 
Transportation Project Process 

Will Cockrell, TJPDC, spoke about the transportation project approval process. 
Recommendations would have to be included in the Long Range Transportation Plan to be 
realized. A diagram of the relation between the comprehensive and long-range plans can be found 
below. One member wanted to know if there would be a scoring process for the alternatives, and 
Will said that this is indeed what they are anticipating. Another member asked whether, if there 
are three ideas that have some level of consensus that are similar to one another, one might not do 
one alternative if they are undertaking another. They also asked what will happen if there is no 
one clear winner for alternatives within the Stakeholder Team. Wood responded that whatever 
recommendations come out of the project, the MPO will look at them compared to what is 
proposed in the long-range plan. Chuck Proctor, Culpeper VDOT, encouraged the team to 

identify the options that they would not want: what members would want to throw out. The top 
four projects might all address different 
issues, and might all be chosen.  

Some members had questions about the 
financing for such a project. Funding 
depends upon other projects included in the 
long-range plan. Anyone with further 
questions about the nuts and bolts of the 
process is welcome to contact Wood or Will 
for further information. 
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Discussion of each alternative and modifications 
 

 A-1 – Free Bridge overpass/expressway  
 

Team members found that this alternative was both costly and unattractive. They pointed out that 
the pedestrian scale would be lost with this alternative. This alternative was envisioned as a means 
of segregating local traffic from vehicles traveling between Interstate 64 and Route 29; however, 
some members suggested that most people do not go through Pantops from I-64 to get to RT29. 
Another member noted that other alternatives are more ideal for local traffic at this point and that 
this would be an overkill solution.  
 
Conclusion: The group agreed that this alternative would not be recommended for further 
analysis. 
 
 A-2 – Jug Handle/left turn elimination at US250 W and High Street  
 
The members discussed the fact that this alternative is solely for dealing with left-hand turns, and 
if other alternatives also take care of left-hand turns, this one would not be necessary. Some argued 
that this is inexpensive and could have a small benefit in combination with other alternatives. 
Others said that drivers would not actually use this; since River Road can be very busy, they would 
move on to the next exit instead of looping around to wait at two potential congestion spots. It 
was pointed out that this adds time to the current wait for a left turn, and the neighbors would 
also dislike this alternative. Chuck Proctor of VDOT pointed out that this type of scenario only 
works when it eliminates all left hand turns, but this one only eliminates the one.  
 
Conclusion: A large majority of the group would like to eliminate this alternative for further 
analysis; however, some members believe that it may be a viable option at a later time. 

 
 B – Park and Ride, Bike/Pedestrian Connections  
 
Stakeholder Team members discussed the high environmental impact score given to this 
alternative. Wood ran the model again with the smaller buffer (rather than the 200 foot buffer in 
the other alternatives), and it still returned a high number because there is a significant amount of 
river buffer along the path, and it is a very long path. Members asked about the actual potential 
environmental impact. One member said that a lot of the path would be restorable road route 
because it is the old bed of Three Notched Trail, thus the environmental impacts would be a lot 
lower than the score indicates.  
 
In response to a question, Wood stated that it is possible to change the environmental impact 
scoring on the report if they think it would actually be lower than what the model said. Another 
member pointed out that this alternative could actually have a positive environmental impact, 
getting people out in the environment. 
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Team members discussed the potential congestion relief of this alternative. Most stated that 
congestion relief would be low, but some did suggest that it could help relieve congestion. One 
member said that he is working with Martha Jefferson Hospital to put a trail on the bluff, which 
could possibly connect to a parking lot at the hospital. This has the potential to make a more 
reasonable commuter route from downtown.   
 
Another member brought up the concern that if this project is in the works to be completed 
through another source, the Stakeholder Team would not want to say anything that could 
negatively impact its completion. Another member clarified that even if the Team did not 
recommend it, it would not affect the construction. Frank suggested that if the group decides that 
the alternative would not address in any meaningful fashion the reason this group is convened -
traffic congestion - they could still say that they are pleased to see it. 
 
Conclusion: Members agree that this is a valuable project, with minimal to light reductions of 
congestion. 
 
 D-1 Rivanna River Parkway  
 
Members mentioned the fact that this alternative may not be politically viable due to high costs 
and high impacts on park and residences, although there might be a place for this in the future. 
Two members noted that while politically it is dead, it was the option that would do most to 
address the traffic congestion. 
 
Conclusion: Members agreed to eliminate this option from further consideration. 
 
 F – Increased lane capacity on Free Bridge  
 
One member mentioned that this alternative would not address the left hand turn issue on Free 
Bridge. One member asked why there would be a separate bridge for pedestrians, rather than 
attaching it to the road structure, with the answer being that the cost of building another 
pedestrian bridge would be cheaper than adding a pedestrian extension onto the existing bridge.  
 
There was concern about required pilings and how close construction would be to the river. 
Chuck Proctor of VDOT replied that it could be built in ways that would not need river pilings. 
Members discussed the issue of pedestrians having difficulty crossing the road, including crossing 
Rt. 250 North to South. One member reminded the Team that it is as necessary to think about the 
pedestrians needing to navigate the area, as cars and traffic congestion. One member said that 
there are two objectives for what is happening on the river: 1) the need to move traffic more 
efficiently; and 2) the interest in slowing people down to bring them to the river for river 
amenities. He said that a pedestrian crossing might be better at increasing and alternative pace.    
 
Conclusion: Members think that this alternative would be most effective combined with 
Alternative I. The group agreed that this alternative would be recommended to move forward 
for analysis and construction. 
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 G – South Pantops Drive connector bridge  
 
One member pointed out that this alternative has been in the plans for a long time and this is the 
reason that Pantops Drive was made so wide. Someone asked why the proposed route swings south 
and doesn’t go straight across the river through Cosner’s. The answer is that if this route went 
straight across it would be too close to the other intersection so would not provide a lot of 
bottleneck relief. The fact that it is so close to the other intersection also means that the 
congestion relief reading is also very low. Before completing construction, a hydraulic study would 
need to be carried out. 
 
Discussion of the positive points of this alternative included its potential for reducing traffic 
congestion and for developing that commercial area. A member pointed out that bike path 
connectivity could be done in a way that would create a nice route into the commercial area with 
the interest in the riverfront commercial interests. This alternative helps local trips rather than 
people coming off I-64. One member mentioned that in Europe, there are many river crossings in 
cities and that we should not try to funnel all traffic through one bridge. The transportation grid 
should also cross the river. Multiple members said that this was the right project. Chuck Proctor 
noted that this helps with transit plan. David Mitchell read a message from the property owner at 
Pantops Shopping Center, saying that they would be in support of this alternative if the traffic 
circle could be shifted south to avoid the gas station, even if it means they would need to take out 
some buildings.   
 
Discussion of the undesirable points of this alternative revolved around political feasibility and 
recreational use. One member brought up the political element with this alternative as well, saying 
that they dislike routing more people into the city. They said that Mayor Huja said that City 
Council would never approve this alternative, just like the County may never approve the parkway. 
There was further discussion about the reality of whether it is people coming into the city or the 
issue of city residents coming out of the city to the hospital or other workplaces. Another member 
pointed out that it is not increasing traffic into the city but relocating it.  
 
There was discussion about the recreational use of this area. One member pointed out that many 
people use the field area on the west side of the river recreationally. It is a beautiful area in the city 
and he believes that enjoyment of the area would be greatly compromised by putting a road over 
top of it, even with mitigating design features. Sound carries, regardless of the height cars are 
above the ground. Others suggested that the construction of a road would provide more access to 
the area and that the bridge could be designed to be aesthetically pleasing, and that the height of 
the bridge would mean it was less intrusive. At the public meeting, Councillor Kristin Szakos 
mentioned that they were planning a park in this spot, which is another consideration.  
 
Conclusion: This group has not been able to address all concerns. Members agree that there is a 
congestion relief advantage and that there are continuing concerns about increasing 
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development of the commercial area, people entering from the county into the neighborhoods, 
and impacts to recreation in that area. This warrants further study to address those concerns. 
 
 I – Intersection improvements at US250/Route 20  
 
Some members suggested that this alternative should not even be included in the alternatives to 
review because it should just be done. One member said that it should be paired with Alternative 
G. Another member stated that this alternative would be essential if the Pantops Connector were 
chosen. One member was surprised at the cost of this; in reply, the estimated cost includes 
acquisition of land, relocation of a mega-transformer, and the building of retaining walls.  
 
Conclusion: The group agreed that this alternative would be combined with I and 
recommended for analysis and construction. 
 

Further Questions and Comments 

Wood let the team know that he uploaded the engineering sheets on the website if anyone wanted 
to look at any of them more closely. 
 
One member wanted to know how the congestion relief numbers were generated. They are based 
on engineers’ knowledge and what has been seen in the past with similar situations, taking models 
and forecasting it into this particular situation. Currently, there is no modeler on staff, so they are 
approximations. If any of these projects makes it to the engineering phase, a more in-depth traffic 
study would be undertaken. 
 
One member felt frustrated by the discussion of political viability. He felt that if there are 
alternatives that the Stakeholder Team likes and feels merit recommendation, they should 
recommend them, regardless of if someone may veto it later.  

Discussion of Process and Ecological Tool 

Stakeholder Team members suggested that the REF tool was less valuable for small areas of this 
sort. Its purpose should be with projects that span a larger geographic area, rather than traffic 
congestion projects. Others observed that it is also ineffective in areas that are already paved or 
developed. One member pointed out that this should not be used to compare lots of projects in 
different types of areas, but for comparing one project through multiple area options. Some stated 
that the tool could be helpful as a component but should never replace National Environmental 
Policy Act. It is useful to be able to quantify elements, but certain benefits are not quantifiable and 
that is the importance of the NEPA. Knowing the qualitative data is the only way to make a sound 
decision.  
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Overview of Next Steps 

A draft report will be sent out to all members for comment. Comments from those who were not 
present at this meeting but who may submit comments later will be incorporated into the report. 
This report will not be completed before Thanksgiving, but members should look for final 
comments and offer recommendations for final language.    

An evaluation will be sent out to Stakeholder Team members via email in the form of a Survey 
Monkey online survey. Members are welcome to voluntarily share their names on this survey, but 
if not, it will be anonymous. 

Frank closed the meeting by thanking Wood and Sarah who did exceptional work and were very 
interested in making the process work for the Stakeholder Team, and also expressed appreciation 
for each Stakeholder Team member who gave their time to be a part of the process.   

Process Evaluation (+/∆) 

+ 

Stakeholder members appreciated the process in that it brought together diverse perspectives. They 
felt that the human dimension of this process was unique and important. They found it valuable 
to have discussions together, and appreciated the level of information, flexibility and civility 
allowed the group by the facilitation process. Members felt that Frank and Wood’s guidance was 
good. One member pointed out how it was helpful that they were allowed freedom of departing 
from the agenda if other things needed discussion and also that they had the freedom to disagree 
with no requirement to reach consensus. Members appreciated that VDOT was in the room and 
offered their opinion. One member identified the chart used to compare elements (traffic 
congestion, environmental impact, and so forth) as very helpful in its simplicity and use of high, 
medium, and low reductions in congestion. One member noted that in other situations the same 
people in the room would be throwing things at each other but this process was completely 
different, civil, respectful, and informative.   

∆ 

Some members said that it would have been helpful to have more initial grounding at the 
beginning of the process, rather than jumping right in with the map work and generation of 
alternatives. Other members stated that a major missing piece was the traffic modeling data. The 
last complaint was the air handling system, which was loud at times. 

Public Comments 

There were no public comments at this meeting. 
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APPENDIX 

Meeting Participants 

Stephen Bach City of Charlottesville - Citizen Representative 
Ken Boyd Albemarle County BOS 
Morgan Butler Southern Environmental Law Center 
Missy Creasy City of Charlottesville Planning 
Wayne Cilimberg County Staff 
Dennis Dutterer Albemarle County – Citizen Representative 
Bill Emory City of Charlottesville - Citizen Representative 
Chris Gensic City Parks and Rec 
Anne Hemenway Lewis and Clark Exploratory Center 
Lucas Lyons JAUNT 
Dan Mahon Albemarle County Parks and Recreation 
David Mitchell Albemarle County - Citizen Representative 
Cal Morris Albemarle County Planning Commission 
John Pfaltz 
Chuck Proctor 

City of Charlottesville - Citizen Representative 
VDOT, Culpeper District 

Stanley Rose Albemarle County - Citizen Representative 
Jeff Werner Piedmont Environmental Council 
Clara Belle Wheeler Albemarle County - Citizen Representative 
 
Non Stakeholder Attendees: 
Rachel Goldberg, visiting professor from DePauw University 
Mack Frost, Federal Highway Administration 
 
TJPDC: 
Wood Hudson 
Will Cockrell 
Chip Boyles 
 
Institute for Environmental Negotiation: 
Frank Dukes, Director 
Elizabeth Moore, Project Assistant 
Abigail Sandberg, Graduate Intern 
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Nov. 19 Agenda 

1. Introductions (10 minutes) 

 Staff, facilitators and stakeholder participants will introduce themselves.  

 Review meeting goals 

o Discussion and final recommendation of alternatives 

o Feedback on identified mitigation 

o Comments on process and tool 

2. Report on Public Open House (10 minutes) 

 Staff will give an overview of the October 23rd Public Open House 

3. Next steps, How a project would move forward after the process (15 minutes) 

 Stakeholder will have the opportunity to ask questions about the REF 

modeling 

4. Review of Alternatives (15 minutes) 

 Staff will briefly run through each of the analyzed alternatives 

5. Break: 10 Minutes 

6. Facilitated group discussion of alternatives (60 minutes) 

 Stakeholders will be led through a collaborative discussion of alternatives 

and provide their feedback about which alternative(s) they would be 

comfortable recommending for further funding and study by the MPO 

 Stakeholders will be asked to provide input on possible mitigation and 

feasibility of each alternative 

7. Discussion of Process and Ecological Tool (40 minutes) 

 Staff will solicit feedback on the stakeholders overall experience and take 

comments on how to improve the process and usefulness of the approach  

8. Next Steps (5 minutes) 

 Circulation of a final report for comments by stakeholders 

 Online survey 

9. Public comments (10 minutes) 

 Each speaker has 2 minutes to speak 

 


